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Karl Polanyi and the writing of The Great Transformation
FRED BLOCK
University of California, Davis

Abstract. KarlPolanyi's1944book, The GreatTransformation,
has been recognizedas
central for the field of economic sociology, but it has not been subject to the same
theoreticalscrutinyas other classic works in the field. This is a particularproblemin
that there are central tensions and complexities in Polanyi'sargument.This article
suggeststhat these tensions can be understoodas a consequenceof Polanyi'schanging
theoreticalorientation.The basic outline of the book was developedin Englandin the
late 1930s when Polanyi was working within a specific type of Marxist framework.
However,as he was writing the book, he developed several new concepts, including
fictitiouscommoditiesand the embeddedeconomy,that led in new directions.Because
circumstancesdid not give him the time to revisehis manuscript,the book is markedby
a tension between these differentmoments in his own theoreticaldevelopment.The
result is that Polanyi glimpses the concept of the always embeddedmarketeconomy,
but he does not name it or elaborateit.

After years of relative obscurity, Karl Polanyi's 1944 book, The Great
Transformation1 (hereafter abbreviated as GT), is increasingly recognized as one of the major works of twentieth-century social science. It
is an indispensable reference in current debates about globalization
and it has achieved the status of a canonical work for economic sociology and international political economy. Even in the field of economics
that long ignored Polanyi's powerful critique of market self-regulation,
his ideas have gained renewed consideration and respect.2
Now that Polanyi's masterpiece has begun to gain the attention it
deserves, it is vitally important that Polanyi's text be subjected to the
kind of close, critical scrutiny that scholars normally direct at classical
works. This is particularly important because Polanyi advances complex and sometimes contradictory arguments from which readers can
easily derive sharply contradictory interpretations. Although there
have been a number of important secondary writings on the GT,3 there
has been little effort to date to place the arguments of the book in the
context of Polanyi's development as a theorist.4
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The focus of the presentarticle is on a readingof the GT that centers
on an analysisof Karl Polanyi'sshiftingrelationto the Marxisttradition. He developed the outline for the book while he was still in
England in the latter part of the 1930s. In his English years, Polanyi
had his second encounter with Marxism in which he developed his
own HegelianizedMarxistposition that had distinctcommonalitiesto
5
arguments developed by Lukacs in History and Class Consciousness.

However,as Polanyi began writing the book in the United States in
1941,his theoreticalframeworkshifted.6But since Polanyi composed
the manuscriptacrossa period in whichhis thinkingwas changing,the
resulting manuscript was left with a number of contradictions and
conflicts. Since circumstancesdid not allow for a major rewrite of
the text, the author did not have the opportunityto resolve some of
these tensions. In short, some of the key tensions in the work can be
explainedby Polanyi'sshifting relationshipto certain Marxist formulations.
It is this shifting relationshipthat explains one of the core paradoxes
of Polanyi's contribution. Polanyi glimpsed the idea of the always
embeddedmarket economy, but he was not able to give that idea a
name or develop it theoreticallybecause it representedtoo great a
divergencefrom his initial theoreticalstartingpoint. And yet, I argue,
it is the idea of the alwaysembeddedmarketeconomy that providesthe
most powerfuland enduringway to make sense of Polanyi'score arguments in The Great Transformation.

This is not simplyan exercisein the history of theory.Polanyi'sideas,
particularlythe concept of embeddedness,loom largein contemporary
scholarshipand are the subject of increasinglyintense debate.7 For
scholars to build on these ideas in a durableway, it is important to
develop a theoreticallyconsistent and coherent interpretationof his
text. This means, above all, understandingthe precise ways in which
his analysisof capitalismis similarto, and differentfrom, other formulations.The goal of this articleis to contributeto that understanding.
Polanyi's second encounter with Marxism
As a young man in pre-World War I Budapest, Polanyi rejected the
Marxism of the Second International. As Block and Somers write:
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In particular,Polanyipassionatelyrejectedthe Second International'sbelief
in the inevitabilityof progressas a consequenceof predeterminedstages of
human development.Centralto him and others of his generationwas the
idea that progresscould only come throughconscious human action based
on moralprinciples.8

Moreover, Polanyi also kept his distance from the Marxism of the
Third Internationalwith its emphasis on revolutionaryaction. But
the story does not end there. Polanyi had a second encounter with
Marxism.9The precise timing of the encounter is unclear, but there
are clear tracesof it in both Polanyi'spublishedwritingsand in materials that are availablein the Polanyiarchiveat ConcordiaUniversityin
Montreal. One key moment of this second encounter was Polanyi's
reading of Marx's Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts that were

first publishedin Germanin 1932.10These were the "early"or "Paris"
manuscriptsthat the young Marx had written in 1844 elaboratinghis
theory of species being and alienation.When these texts were finally
translated into English and French in the 1950s, they generated an
intense debate about the relationshipbetween the "young Marx"of
the Manuscriptsand the "matureMarx"of Capital.Althusser'sfamous
contributionto that debatewas the claim that therewas not continuity
in Marx'sthought,but ratherthat Marxexperiencedan epistemological
breakbetweenhis earlierhumanismand his matureanti-humanism.1
Ironically, Polanyi's reading of Marx was almost the opposite of
Althusser's;for Polanyi, the humanism of the young Marx was the
missingkey to the matureMarx. In an essay publishedin 1938,Polanyi
wrote:
The early works of Marx were often regardedas a mere preparationfor
Capital, and these writings on philosophy were thereforediscounted.The
idea was currentthat Marx had a philosophicalperiod beforehe branched
off into economics,an interestwhich he put behindhim as soon as he came
to years of discretion.This notion is entirelyerroneous.The philosophical
presuppositions,withoutwhich Capitalcould not have been written,are the
actual content of the early writingsof Marx. His worksup to 1847were not
"wild oats"of which he afterwardsrepented.During the forties,he laid the
generalhumanbasis for all his work.12

Polanyi read Marx'searly writings against the backdropof the Great
Depressionand the rise of fascism.The collapseof globalcapitalismand
the fascist threathad a radicalizingimpact on Polanyias he struggled
to find a way to defend democratic and humanistic values. As with
other radicalizedintellectuals,Polanyicame to see a proletarianrevo-
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lution as the only viable alternative to fascism. Yet Polanyi was not
ready to join any of the existing Leninist parties; he worked instead in
England with a succession of radical Christian groups that allowed
him to elaborate his own interpretation of Marx.
Polanyi's position can be understood in relation to the tradition of
Western Marxism. In the 1970s and after, scholars in Europe and
North America assembled this tradition that consisted of heterodox
left-wing intellectuals of the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s who rescued
Marxism from the mechanical thinking of the Second and Third Internationals. 3 The key figures of this tradition were Continental European thinkers including Georg Lukacs, Karl Korsch, Antonio Gramsci,
Walter Benjamin, and the writers of the Frankfurt School. More recently, Michael Denning has argued that there were important figures
in the 1930s in the United States who belong to this tradition, including
Kenneth Burke, Sidney Hook, and the Caribbean theorist C. L. R.
James.14 Polanyi's work in England in the 1930s fits squarely into this
expanded tradition of Western Marxism.'5 Writing in 1934, Polanyi
stated his viewpoint starkly:
Mankind has come to an impasse. Fascism resolves it at the cost of a moral
and material retrogression. Socialism is the way out by an advance towards
a Functional Democracy. A great initiative is needed. Failure or success
depends upon the recognition of the central truth that it is not by following
their own immediate material interests that the working class can prove their
capacity for leadership, but by adapting their own interests to the interests of
the indifferent masses in order to be able to lead society as a whole. The
fullest understanding of the nature of the present crisis is of paramount
importance. If a revision of Marxism is necessary for this purpose, the task
should neither be shirked nor delayed. [emphasis added]16

In brief, Polanyi shared with many others the idea that democracy and
capitalism had reached a deadlock in the crisis of the 1930s, but he was
equally insistent that it was not enough for the working class to make a
revolution in its own name. In a manner quite similar to Gramsci,
Polanyi insisted that the working class had to win leadership of society
by representing the interests of society as a whole:17
Indeed, the secret of success lies rather in the measure in which the groups
are able to represent - by including in their own - the interests of others than
themselves. To achieve this inclusion they will, in effect, often have to adapt
their own interests to those of the wider groups which they aspire to lead. 8
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In other words, the working class must forge a "historical bloc" of
diverse social groups around a counterhegemonic vision of how socialism can make full use of society's productive forces. Implicit in this line
of argument is the belief that if the English working class were to focus
only on the militant pursuit of its own class interest, the backlash
would strengthen the political right in England and lead to some form
of English fascism.
Polanyi linked this broad theoretical framework to the concrete facts
of English history in a number of the Workers Educational Association
lecture courses that he delivered in the second half of the 1930s.19 For
example, in the 1937-1938 academic year, Polanyi gave a course at the
Heathfield site on "English Economic, Social, and Industrial History
from the 16th Century." Polanyi's surviving lecture notes for the course
allow us to trace the Marxist influences on his formulations. When he
arrives at the Industrial Revolution in lecture nineteen, for example, he
writes:
Industrialcapitalismis the latest and most importantform of capitalism.
Whenwe loosely talk of capitalism,we usuallymean industrialcapitalism.It
means the use of capital in industrialproductionand the creationof capital
by means of industrialproduction;thereforealso the existenceof a class of
capitalistswhoseinterestsareidentifiedwiththoseof industrialdevelopment.20

A few pages later, he poses a critical question:
The IndustrialRevolutionpresentsus with a problem:The productiveforces
of the country increased enormously,yet the state and condition of the
people was miserable.How to accountfor this?

The answer is that: The Industrial Revolution was a Social Revolution
creating a new civilization with problems and a character of its own. 21
The next few lectures trace out the horrors of this period - the Satanic
Mills, child labor, the dismantling of the earlier legal regime regulating
labor, and the Poor Laws. We find here much of the analysis of the
Speenhamland period that appears in the GT. From 1795 to 1834 in
England, poor relief was thought to have been provided to able bodied
workers through a system of aid-in-wages that came to be called Speenhamland after the town in which the new policy had been enunciated.
Speenhamland policies allegedly produced disastrous consequences
for the morale and living standards of rural workers. 22 Polanyi's analysis of the Old Poor Law in the lectures culminates as follows:
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The worsteffectswereon the ruralpopulation.It [Speenhamland]
completed
the workdone by the enclosuresand the engrossingof farms.Destitutionand
idlenessbrokethe last link that bound the countrymanto the land. It drove
him, demoralized,and indifferentto the total loss of his independenceto the
labor marketof the city.... But unemploymentmeant parish relief with its
worstconsequences.A considerablepart of the nationwas thus enslavedand
humiliated.This was the price paid for the peace of mind of the ruling
classes.23

Examiningthe turn
The Marxism of Polanyi's writings of the 1930s revolves around the
clash between productive forces and social relations. It can be read
as an extended elaboration on the famous passage in Marx's 1859
"Preface to the Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy,"
where Marx explicitly links some of his youthful writings to his mature
version of historical materialism. Marx wrote:
At a certain stage of their development,the materialproductiveforces of
societycome in conflictwith the existingrelationsof production,or - whatis
but a legal expressionfor the same thing - with the propertyrelationswithin
which they have been at work hitherto.From forms of developmentof the
productiveforces these relationsturn into fetters.Then begins an epoch of
social revolution.24

But in the writing of the GT, there are few explicit references to this
perspective. Terms such as "productive forces" and "ruling classes" are
completely absent, and even "capitalism" is used very sparingly in the
GT Most of Polanyi's references to capitalism in the book occur when
he is discussing other sources that use that term. In constructing his
own argument, he carefully employs the term "market society" instead
of capitalism. Some analysts have suggested that this shift in language
was simply tactical because of the political complexities of using a
25
Marxist vocabulary. My argument, on the contrary, is that the shift
of language is symptomatic of a theoretical shift that distanced Polanyi
from the forces versus relations framework.
The point is that there are both continuities and discontinuities between Polanyi's thinking in the 1930s and what he writes in the GT.
This is not an issue of Polanyi's political intentions, or his loyalty or
disloyalty to particular values. 26 It is a given that Polanyi was continuing to think and write in this period in conscious dialogue with both
Marxism and the broader socialist tradition. However, some of the
specific concepts that he develops while writing the GTare in tension
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with his own earlier Marxist formulationsand, as he elaboratestheir
implications,the text develops internal tensions between more deterministicformulationsand more open-endedformulations.
The first of these disruptiveformulationsis Polanyi'sidea of fictitious
commodities - the concept that he uses to describe the role of land,
labor, and money in economic theory.27Polanyi's term sounds like
Marx, who spoke of "the fetishismof commodities"and the existence
of "fictivecapital,"but Polanyiactuallytakespains in a footnote to say
that Marx'sanalysisof commodityfetishism"has nothing in common
with the fictitious commodities mentioned in the text."28Polanyi's
argument is that land, labor, and money are not true commodities
because true commodities are things that are produced for sale on a
market.Yet, the theory of marketself-regulationrests on the pretense
that the supply and demand for these fictitious commodities will be
effectivelyequilibratedby the price mechanismjust as if they were true
commodities.But as Polanyiinsists:
in regardto labor, land, and money such a postulate cannot be upheld.To
allow the marketmechanismto be sole directorof the fate of humanbeings
and their naturalenvironment,indeed, even of the amount and use of purchasingpower,wouldresultin the demolitionof society.29

Polanyi goes on to insist that to avoid the demolition of society, the
supply and demand for these fictitious commodities in actual market
societies must be managedthroughthe political process. His formulation is quite distinct from Marx's analysis of the contradictions of
capitalism. Marx sets up an analytic model of a fully functioning
capitalisteconomy and then arguesthat the resultingsystemis subject
to intense contradictionsthat can be expected to manifest themselves
in periodiccrises. Marx analyzesa pureversionof capitalismand finds
it prone to crises, while Polanyi insists that there can be no pure
version of marketsociety because land, labor, and money are not true
commodities. In Marx, the contradictions come at the end of the
analysis; for Polanyi, the system is built on top of a lie that means
that it can never work in the way that its proponents claim that it
works.
Obviously,Polanyiwas reflectingon decadesof historicaldevelopments
that had unfolded since Marx had written. Polanyi had the distinct
advantage of observing the dramatic increases in the state's role in
managing market economies and he was working out a theoretical
frameworkthat placed the state's role close to the center of analysis.
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Hence, the idea of fictitious commodities can easily be seen as a way of
deepening Marx's critique of capitalism.
But the theoretical tension increases because Polanyi goes on to use the
idea of fictitious commodities to develop his second disruptive concept
- the idea of the embedded economy. This is a point on which Polanyi's
argument has often been misunderstood; he has been interpreted to be
making the argument that before the rise of market society, economies
were always embedded in social relations, but with the rise of market
societies, the situation is reversed - and the market becomes dominant. A similar argument had been made explicitly by Lukacs, who
argued that historical materialism as a method of analysis is specific to
capitalist societies because in those societies the economy has become
the determinant factor.30 In earlier societies, since the economy was
not autonomous, analysts must employ a method that is sensitive to
the power of culture and other practices.
But what Polanyi actually said is somewhat different. He argues that
market liberals wanted to embed society in the autonomous economy,
but their project could not succeed. As he writes at the beginning of his
first chapter:
Our thesis is that the idea of a self-adjustingmarketimplieda starkutopia.
Suchan institutioncouldnot exist for any lengthof time withoutannihilating
the humanand naturalsubstanceof society;it wouldhavephysicallydestroyed
man and transformedhis surroundingsinto a wilderness.31

Moreover, in the first sentence, Polanyi is using "utopia" to mean not a
good society but an impossible society. The logic is that precisely
because land, labor, and money are fictitious commodities, completely
subordinating them to the market mechanism would destroy society.
Even in market societies, ways have to be found to embed labor, land,
and money in social relations.
With this concept of embeddedness, Polanyi is challenging a core
presumption of both market liberals and Marxists. Both of these traditions are built on the idea that there is an analytically autonomous
economy that is subject to its own internal logic. Polanyi's point is that
since actually existing market economies are dependent upon the state
to manage the supply and demand for the fictitious commodities, there
can be no analytically autonomous economy. Furthermore, it makes
no sense to speak of the logic of the market or the logic of the economy,
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because pretendingthat land, labor, and money are true commodities
is both irrationaland sociallydangerous.
Some writing in the Marxist tradition have welcomed Polanyi's
powerfulcritiqueof the irrationalityand ideological natureof market
liberalism,32but his argumentsalso pose a serious challengeto some
Marxist formulations.One way to see the challenge is to return to
classic Marxist accounts of the differencebetweenfeudalismand capitalism. These accounts emphasize that feudalismis characterizedby
the use of extra-economiccoercion to extractsurpluslabor from agricultural producers.33In contrast, in capitalism, surplus is extracted
from the laboring classes throughthe purelyeconomic mechanismof
the wage contract.To be sure, this economic extractionis understood
to depend upon the coercivepower of the state in enforcingcontracts
and in "disorganizing"political challenges from the working class.
Yet, the state's role does not constitute extra-economiccoercion; it
is simply a means to institutionalizethe purelyeconomic coercion of
the capitalist market. The state is in the background;the most important relationshipis between worker and capitalist at the point of
production.
It shouldbe emphasizedthat this formulationwas centralto Marx'sand
Engels'sbelief that state power in capitalist society was ultimatelyan
expressionof the class powerof the bourgeoisie.Once that class power
was effectivelybroken by a revolutionthat "expropriatedthe Expropriators,"they could confidently predict "the withering away of the
state" since there would no longer be any need for institutionalized
coercion. Over the last three or four decades, particularlyin response
to the failures of state socialism, some working within the Marxist
tradition have incorporatedthe Weberianview that the core of state
power - the monopoly over the legitimateuse of force and the power
to tax - is autonomousfromclass power.34 But this revisionistanalysis
is in conflict with the way that Marx and Engels definedthe dividing
line betweenthe economic and the political.
Significantly,Polanyiin the GTexplicitlyembracesthe Weberianview;
he argues that power and compulsion are inevitable in a complex
society - "No society is possible in which power and compulsion are
absent,nor a world in whichforcehas no function.It was an illusion to
assume a society shapedby man'swill and wish alone."35 Polanyialso
insists that mechanismscan be found to subjectthe coercivepower of
the state to democraticcontrol.36But the key point is that Polanyi's
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analysisof state powerand his view of the relationshipbetweenpolitics
and the economy form a coherent whole. He is arguing that market
society - not just at its moment of formation, but continuously dependsupon extra-economiccoercion. Or even more fundamentally,
he is suggestingthat Classical Marxism tends to exaggeratethe contrast between feudalism and capitalism. In both types of society, the
processes of extracting surplus from the direct producers involve a
complex mix of political, cultural,and economic practices.In neither
of these types of society is there an analytically separate economic
realm. 37

Ambiguitiesin the text
The argumentto this point is that as Polanyiwrote the GT,he developed concepts such as the fictitious commodities and the embedded
economy that distanced him from the Marxistconceptual framework
that had been the initial organizing frameworkfor the book. It is
common for authorsto revisitand revise their conceptualpremisesin
the actual act of writing, but Polanyi'simmediatecircumstanceslimited his abilityto reconcilethe conflictscreatedby his own intellectual
development.As Polanyi states in the author'sacknowledgments,the
"book was written in America during the Second World War. But it
was begun and finished in England...."3

Polanyi had been granted a

two-yearfellowshipfrom the RockefellerFoundationto write the book
while in residenceat BenningtonCollege from fall of 1941throughthe
springof 1943.39Withoutthis time releasedfrom his demandingduties
as a Lecturerwith the Workers'EducationalAssociation - the extramural outreach arm of the Universitiesof Oxford and London, it is
highlyunlikelythat the book would havebeen writtenat all.
But in addition to the deadline posed by the end of the fellowship
period, Polanyi imposed upon himself a second and even more stringent deadline. One of Polanyi's central goals with the book was to
influencethe debates over the natureof the post-WorldWar II settlement, so he was acutely aware of the need to get the book to press
before the end of hostilities. In a letter to Robert Maclver written in
October,1946,Polanyiwrote:"In spite of deficienciesof presentationwar conditions forced me to rush it to conclusion - the book has not

been overlooked..." [Emphasisadded].40Polanyi sent the text of the
book to the Americanpublisherbeforesailingto Englandin June 1943,
so that the book could be publishedin New Yorkin 1944.41He simply
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did not have the time to carryout a major revisionof the text to make
it more theoreticallyconsistent;the book that we have contains traces
both of Polanyi'sinitial position and the theoreticalinnovations that
changedhis theoreticalposition. But once we recognizethat the book
was written across this theoretical shift, it becomes easier to make
sense of its deepest theoreticalpuzzles.
The problem of determinism

In the GT,there are two great historicalturningpoints.The first is the
passage of the New Poor Law in 1834that representsthe triumphof
market society because it effectively transforms labor into a commodity. The second turning point is the crisis of the self-regulating
marketsystemthat begins in the last decadesof the nineteenthcentury
and is completedwith the collapse of the world economy in the 1930s.
Polanyi describes both of these turning points as occurringwith the
force of inevitability;they are points at which historyhad to turn. And
yet, in both cases, the necessity of the historical change is in conflict
with Polanyi's theoretical argument about the nature of economic
organization.In terms of the theoreticalargument,criticalchangesin
the economy should be contingent; the result of a convergenceof a
varietyof specificfactors.
In terms of the New Poor Law,thereis a furthercontradiction.On the
one side, Polanyiarguesthat labor had to be turnedinto a commodity.
He writes: "The mechanism of the market was asserting itself and
clamoringfor its completion:humanlabor had to be made a commodity."42And yet only a few pages before we were told distinctly that
labor could never really be commodified;it is only a fictitious commodity.The first argumentis that the Old Poor Law that blocked the
full commodificationof labor had caused a social disasterand simply
had to be repealed.But the second argumentis that the full commodification of labor would mean the destruction of society and so steps
had to be taken immediatelyto protect people from exposureto market forces. In short, how can the adoptionof a mistakenand disastrous
policy take on the qualityof inevitability?
Polanyi'sSpeenhamlandstoryis analyzedseparatelybelow,but the same
tension between a deterministicargument and Polanyi's theoretical
argumentappears in Polanyi'saccount of how the system of market
self-regulationcomes into crisis in the last years of the nineteenth
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century. Polanyi is quite explicit in challenging the views of von Mises
and Lippman, who argued that a "collectivist conspiracy" crippled
market society.43 They argued that starting in the 1870s and 1880s,
various forms of quasi-socialist legislation interfered with the mechanisms of market self-regulation. Without the gradual and piecemeal
adjustments required by self-regulating markets, the system became
prone to much deeper crises, including ultimately the depression of
the 1930s. In one of his most eloquent passages, Polanyi insists that
there was no collectivist conspiracy; there was instead a spontaneous
effort in a wide variety of different societies to protect farmers, workers,
and businesses from the corrosive impact of the market.44 The difficulty was not with these protective measures, but with the intolerable
costs that market self-regulation imposed on vast numbers of people.
Yet in seeking to refute von Mises and Lippman, Polanyi seems to
embrace a key aspect of their argument - that the various protective
measures did impair the ability of the market system to work effectively. His chapter 17 is entitled: "Self-Regulation Impaired" and it
begins:
In the half century 1879-1929, Western societies developed into closely-knit
units, in which powerful disruptive strains were latent. The more immediate
source of this development was the impaired self-regulation of market economy. Since society was made to conform to the needs of the market mechanism, imperfections in the functioning of that mechanism created cumulative
strains in the body social.45

And the next chapter includes this passage that could have been written
by one of his ideological opponents:
Protectionism helped to transform competitive markets into monopolistic
ones. Less and less could markets be described as autonomous and automatic mechanisms of competing atoms. More and more were individuals
replaced by associations, men and capital united to noncompeting groups.
Economic adjustment became slow and difficult. The self-regulation of markets was gravely hampered. Eventually, unadjusted price and cost structures
prolonged depressions, unadjusted equipment retarded the liquidation of
unprofitable investments, unadjusted price and income levels caused social
tension.46

These problems of adjustment set the stage for the inevitable collapse
of market society in the 1930s. Polanyi writes of the period after World
War I, "By inherent necessity the root problems of market society
reappeared: interventionism and currency. They became the center of
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politics in the twenties"47 The roots of the final crisis were laid by what
Polanyi saw as a heroic but deeply misguided effort to restore the
system's capacity for self-regulation. He comments:
Economicliberalismmade a supremebid to restorethe self-regulationof the
system by eliminatingall interventionistpolicies which interferedwith the
freedomof marketsfor land, labor,and money.It undertookno less than to
solve, in an emergency,the secular probleminvolvedin three fundamental
principlesof free trade, a free labor market,and a freely functioninggold
standard.It became, in effect the spearheadof a heroic attemptto restore
world trade, remove all avoidablehindrancesto the mobilityof labor, and
reconstructstableexchanges.48

But as in earlier moments, this utopian project could not be realized;
the result was the collapse of the global economy and its direct political
consequence - the rise of fascism. "If ever there was a political movement that responded to the needs of an objective situation and was not
a result of fortuitous causes it was fascism."49
This argument about an inevitable crisis of market society has deep
Marxist echoes. The attempt to universalize the commodity form sets
in motion a powerful counter-tendency, just as Marx argued that
capitalism produced its own gravediggers in the form of the proletariat. The conflict between tendency and counter-tendency creates
deepening tensions and conflicts until a final crisis leads to a radical
break with the logic of market society. But here again, this argument is
in tension with Polanyi's insistence on the necessity of embeddedness
and the inevitability of hybrid forms. If a purely self-regulating market
system is an impossibility, how could it be that the lack of purity
inevitably produces a crisis?
It is not logical for Polanyi to claim both that a system of self-regulating markets was impossible and that any effort to constrain or limit
market self-regulation was doomed to produce a systemic crisis. Fortunately, Polanyi suggests a way out of this set of contradictions; it is
that the crisis that unfolds in the period from 1879-1929 occurs at a
more specific institutional level than suggested either by Marxism or
by von Mises and Lippman. The problem lies not with the broad effort
to combine market self-regulation with various forms of protectionism,
but rather with the misguided effort to establish and maintain the
international gold standard. The implicit counterfactual that he suggests is that if international statesmen after the First World War had
decided to discard the gold standard, they could have escaped the crisis
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of the 1930s. It is the gold standard mechanism that is in contradiction
with the various measures taken within nations to buffer their people
from market forces. The gold standard is the institutionalization of the
abstract logic of market self-regulation. When it is combined with
multiple practices that interfere with market logic, the result is deeply
contradictory and will inevitably produce a crisis.
The problem, however, was that "Belief in the gold standard was the
faith of the age."50 He goes on to argue that proponents of all political
ideologies shared the belief in the necessity of basing currencies on
gold.
It would be hard to find any divergencebetweenutterancesof Hoover and
Lenin,Churchilland Mussolini,on this point. Indeed,the essentialityof the
gold standardto the functioningof the internationaleconomic systemof the
timewas the one and only tenetcommonto men of all nationsand all classes,
religiousdominations,and social philosophies.51

But it is clear from the context that Polanyi considers this shared tenet
to be tragically mistaken.
In analyzing Polanyi's argument here, we have the advantage of another
half century of historical development; the Bretton Woods period, in
particular, has taught us that the gold standard was only one of a
variety of international monetary regimes that are consistent with a
global market system. 52 But when Polanyi was writing, it was far more
difficult to disentangle the gold standard from the global market. Even
so, he was able to identify the gold standard as one of the specific
institutional pillars of nineteenth-century civilization.53 This description of the gold standard as a distinct institutional pillar means that
Polanyi had assembled all the elements of the more specific and contingent analysis of the crisis of the 1930s. The core of this argument is
that the crisis was rooted not in the fact that self-regulation was
impaired; the impairing of market self-regulation was inevitable. The
problem was that the various forms of protection practiced by nations
coexisted with an international gold standard that rested on the principle of market self-regulation. It was this incompatibility between
what was occurring within nations and what was occurring between
nations that created disaster.
This argument has particular relevance for our current situation because it is widely recognized that the expansion of international capital
mobility over the last twenty years has recreated some of the constraints
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that were characteristicof the nineteenth-centurygold standard.54
Nations that offendthe sensibilitiesof tradersin the financialmarkets
can find themselvessubjectto huge capital outflowsand intense speculative pressuresagainst their currencies.Once again, these arrangements are justified by their consistency with the principle of market
self-regulation.However,within societies, governments- even in the
most market-orientedpolities - continue to play a central role in
economiclife by organizingthe key fictitiouscommodities(land, labor,
and money) and by engagingin a wide varietyof protectivemeasures.
Hence, the same deep tensions between an international monetary
system based on principles of market self-regulationand national
policies based on quite differentpracticescharacterizeour own historical period.
TheSpeenhamlandproblem
The last section suggests an alternative reading that addresses the
problem of determinism in Polanyi's account of the final crisis of
market society, but the difficultiesare even more daunting when it
comes to explicating Polanyi's analysis of the initial emergence of
marketsociety.When Polanyiasserts the inevitabilityof the New Poor
Law, he echoes the Marxist account of the bourgeois revolution.The
nascent capitalist forms have emerged within the womb of the old
society, but the existing property relations are holding them back
creatinga period of stalemate and crisis. But the determinantrole of
the economic means that sooner or later the productiveforces will
breakout and transformthe existingpoliticalsystem.In this sense, the
coming of the New Poor Law is for Polanyi playing a role similar to
successful bourgeois revolution: "In 1834 industrial capitalism was
ready to be started,and Poor Law Reformwas usheredin."55And yet
the theoreticalargumentabout fictitiouscommoditiesand embeddedness has a differentlogic; the commodity form can never truly complete itself - labor has to remainembeddedin social relationsbecause
it is a fictitiouscommodity.Hence, even at its peak, marketsociety is
a hybrid, the attempted commodification of labor is combined
with policies that embed and protect the working population.Yet if
hybridityis the norm, the echoes of the Marxist argument that the
marketsystemhad to completeitself cannot be sustained.
This raises two more intertwinedquestions.Why did Polanyi, a supporter of governmental action to shape economic activity, produce
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such an eloquentcondemnationof the unintendedconsequencesof the
Speenhamlandinterventionon the living situation of the poor? Why
did Polanyi devote so much space in the early part of the book to the
relatively obscure Speenhamland story that seems only indirectly
linked to his broaderargument?Even though Polanyi'sanalysisof the
impact of Speenhamlandwas initially written as part of an attack on
market liberalism, his analysis was appropriatedin the 1970s by an
influential American conservative to make a case against the U.S.
system of welfare provision.56Martin Anderson in his 1978 book,
Welfare,literallyreprintsPolanyi'sentire chapter7 on Speenhamland
as part of his demonstrationthat overly generous welfare programs
produceperverseconsequences.57To be sure,scholarshave no control
over the purposesto which theiranalyseswill be used, but this kind of
dramaticappropriationmakes it more urgentto understandPolanyi's
argument.
In assessing Polanyi'sdiscussion of Speenhamland,our focus here is
not on the historical accuracy of his account. This requiresa much
longer discussion to review the vast literatureon the Old Poor Law.
But it can be said that although there is much that is useful and
accuratein Polanyi'sanalysisof the transitionfrom the Old Poor Law
to the New, one of his centralargumentsdoes not standup well against
historical evidence.This is the assertionthat a widely diffusedsystem
of aid in supportof wages, the famous bread scale, played a powerful
role in depressingruralwagesand productivity.A largebodyof scholarship shows that the use of the bread scale was not widespreadenough
in ruralEnglandto have had the dramaticconsequencesthat Polanyi
attributesto it.58
The focus here is on the role that Speenhamlandplays in Polanyi's
larger argument.We saw earlier that Polanyi's discussion of Speenhamlandappearsin his lecturesfrom the 1930s as part of an analysis
of the Industrial Revolution as a Social Revolution. Speenhamland
was a desperateeffort by the rural gentry to hold back the clock, to
stop the advance of capitalism. But because the inevitable cannot
reallybe averted,the gentry'sinitiativehad catastrophicconsequences
for the ruralpoor. Hence, the significanceof the 1834turningpoint is
that it representsthe real birth of both industrialcapitalismand of the
modern working class. In lecture notes from Bennington in 1941,
Polanyi includes among the long term effects of the New Poor Law:
The workingclass was constitutedas a social class derivingits independentexistencefromits earnings.59
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But there is also a second story that helps to explain Polanyi'sSpeenhamlandargumentthat was deeply rooted in his own biography.Coming to EnglandfromViennaand Budapest,Polanyiwas deeplypuzzled
by the lack of political consciousnessof the Englishworkingclass. In
the GT,he sketchesout a brief comparativesociology of working-class
formationin which he notes that the Continentalworkingclasses had
helped the bourgeoisieto fight the battle againstfeudalism:
But whetherthe workingclass won or lost, its experiencewas enhanced,and
its aims raised to a political level. This was what was meant by becoming
class conscious. Marxian ideologies crystallizedthe outlook of the urban
worker,who had been taught by circumstancesto use his industrialand
politicalstrengthas a weaponof high policy.60

In contrast, in England "the middle classes ... were strong enough to

vindicate their rights alone" and the British worker learned to leave
"nationalpolitics to his 'betters.' 61This passagecontinuesan analysis
of English working class consciousness that Polanyi had elaborated
in 1938:
The workerhimself,a safeguardedmemberof a communitywhichpromised
to protecthim economically,morally,and politically,was preparedto accept
a hierarchicclass societyin whichhe had a recognizedstatus.Thus theTrade
Union came to mean everythingto him, and he would makegreat sacrifices
for it. This largelyaccountsfor the outlook and aims of the Britishworker,
and for approvalof a class society.It may lead to catastrophefor the British
workingclass is not preparedto take charge,and build, if necessary,a new
society. 62

Polanyi went on to attributethe inabilityof Britishworkersto move
beyond trade union consciousness to the impact of the Industrial
Revolution.
The IndustrialRevolutionin Englandwas incomparablymore harmfulthan
in other countries.Only here were the horrorsof licensed child-labourand
systemic pauperisationpart of working-classhistory.With the memory of
such unspeakableconditions, the Britishworking-classjustly feel that they
have progressed a long way.... The horrors of that time still haunt the workers;

and this has a distinct bearingon the gradualismwhich is characteristicof
the Britishworkingclass.63[Emphasisadded]

And again, in the GT,Polanyi echoes this argumentin explainingthe
politicalconsciousnessof Continentalworkers:
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The Continentallaborerhad not passed throughthe degradingpauperization of Speenhamlandnor was there any parallelin his experienceto the
scorchingfiresof the New Poor Law.Fromthe statusof a villein he changed
- or ratherrose - to that of factory worker,and very soon to that of an
enfranchisedandunionizedworker.Thushe escapedthe culturalcatastrophe
whichfollowedin the wakeof the IndustrialRevolutionin England.64

Polanyi'spoint seems very clear; the trauma of Speenhamlandhad a
long-term impact on the consciousness of the English working class.
Because state policies played a central role in destroying the established way of life of the ruralworkingclass, it was logical that as the
memory of these events was passed along from generationto generation, so, also, was a profounddistrustof the state. In fact, in chapter8,
Polanyisays explicitly:"Thehatredof publicrelief,the distrustof state
action, the insistence on respectabilityand self-reliance,remainedfor
generationscharacteristicof the Britishworker."65In short, historical
experiencehad inoculatedthe Englishworking class against political
socialism because that doctrine requiredviewing the state as a potentiallybenign force.
The languageof trauma,then, suggestsan explanationfor why Polanyi
devotes so much of the early part of the book to retellingthe story of
Speenhamlandand the New Poor Law. His hopes for the post-World
WarII world requiredthat the Englishworkingclass finallyface up to
the historic task of building a new society.66He correctlyanticipated
that a LabourGovernmentwould come to power afterthe Warand its
prospectsdependedon a willingnessto abandonthat historic distrust
of state action.67Hence, it does not seem farfetchedthat Polanyiwas
writingin somethingapproachinga psychoanalyticmode; he soughtto
describethe historicaltraumain loving and graphicdetail preciselyso
that its impact on actual humanbeings could finallybe transcended.If
the memories of a partially repressedtrauma can be brought to the
surfaceand validated,then finally the patient might be able to escape
the trauma'shold on his or her actions.
This particularpolitical agendamight well have overwhelmedsome of
Polanyi'sother concerns in developingthe Speenhamlandargument.
One of these other concerns is clearlystated in the book's endnote on
"Speenhamlandand Vienna."68Here, Polanyi says explicitly that he
was first drawn to the study of Speenhamlandby developmentsin
Austria after World War I. Free market economists had denounced
Vienna's system of unemploymentinsuranceand subsidizedrents as
another "maladministrationof the Poor Law,"another "allowance
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system" which needed the iron broom of the classical economists.
Polanyiwrites:
What we wish to stress here is the enormousdifferencein the culturaland
moral effectsof the two types of intervention:the attemptof Speenhamland
to preventthe coming of marketeconomy and the experimentof Vienna
tryingto transcendsuch an economyaltogether.69

Polanyiwas tryingto combat the generalizeduse of the Speenhamland
story as a cautionarytale against any interferencein the market.It is
for this reason that he elaboratesthe story with a great deal of institutional detail.70He stresses, for example, that the depressingeffect of
the breadscale on wage levelswas contingenton the CombinationActs
that outlawedany trade-unionactivity.For purposesof challengingthe
market liberals, Polanyi was showing that the negative impact of
Speenhamlanddependedon a range of specific circumstances;it was
illegitimateto see perverseconsequencesflowingfromany interference
with the market.But while this aspect of Polanyi'spurposeemphasizes
contingency,some of his other purposes (includingthe more Marxist
analysis of the transition to market society and the narrative that
emphasizesthe magnitudeof the traumasufferedby the Englishworking class) invokethe languageof inevitability.
A discussion of Polanyi on Speenhamlandwould not be complete
without addressing his most fundamental reason for analyzing the
period from 1795-1834:its huge impacton the developmentof classical
economic thought.71The key idea is that Malthus and Ricardo developed the foundational ideas of classical economics by generalizing
from the rather peculiar conditions of the Speenhamlandperiod. It
was those conditions that led Ricardo to formulatethe "iron law of
wages,"the claim that over the long-term,wage levels could neverrise
above subsistence.Ricardo'sformulationwas dependent, in turn, on
Malthus'salleged discovery that while food supply grows only arithmetically,humanpopulationgrowsgeometrically.What they both built
into theirtheorieswas a model of beast-likeindividualswho responded
to increasingincome with increasedprocreationand who could only
reliablybe expectedto workby the threatof starvation.
Polanyi calls this way of analyzing human motivations"naturalism,"
and he sees it as corruptingthe traditionof economics from the beginning. Although he recognizes that economists abandoned Ricardo's
pessimistic formulationsrelativelyquickly,they did not abandon his
assumptionsabout modeling individualbehavior.These mistaken as-
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sumptions become the ongoing foundation for imagining that labor
can be treatedas simplyanothercommoditywhose price will be effectively equilibratedby the price mechanism.In short, the whole elaborate vision of marketself-regulationis based on a failureto recognize
humans as social beings who respond to a range of differentmotivations. And the roots of this errorlie in the Speenhamlandperiod.
This strand of Polanyi'sargumentrepresentsan extremelyimportant
and fruitful contribution to the sociology of knowledge.72Furthermore, this argumentholds up even if Polanyi'sspecific claims about
the impact of Speenhamlandpolicies on wages do not. Malthus and
Ricardowerewritingin a transitionalperiod, but they developedsome
of the core methodologiesof the emergentdisciplineof economics.73

The ambiguities of embeddedness and disembeddedness

It was argued earlierthat Polanyi is very clear that effortsby market
liberalsto disembedthe economy from society must fail, but there are
still deep ambiguitiesin his discussionof embeddednessin the GT.The
fact that he has often been read as arguingthat the economy has been
effectivelydisembeddedin marketsocieties is an indication that there
are contradictoryargumentsloose in the text.74We can make sense of
these ambiguitiesby untanglingPolanyi'sshiftingtheoreticalformulations as he was writingthe book. Polanyibegins the book with a statement of the impossibilityof creatinga self-regulatingmarketsystem:
Our thesis is that the idea of a self-adjusting market implied a stark utopia.
Such an institution could not exist for any length of time without annihilating
the human and natural substance of society; it would have physically destroyed man and transformed his surroundings into a wilderness.75

The passagecontinues:
Inevitably, society took measures to protect itself, but whatever measures it
took impaired the self-regulation of the market, disorganized industrial life,
and thus endangered society in yet another way. It was this dilemma which
forced the development of the market system into a definite groove and
finally disrupted the social organization based upon it.76

This passagesuggeststhat the initialarchitectureof Polanyi'sargument
follows a logic that is parallelto Marx'sanalysesof the contradictions
of capitalism.An initialtendency- the effortto createa self-regulating
economy - producesa counter-tendency- the effortto protectsociety
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from the market. But impairingthe market'sability to regulateitself
produces growing crises and ultimately the collapse of nineteenthcenturycivilization.
In this initial formulation,Polanyi does not introducethe concept of
embeddedness.It appearslater as Polanyiis attemptingto contrastthe
projectof marketliberalismwith the history of previoussocial orders
in which economic activityhad been embedded.He arguesspecifically
that: "... all economic systems known to us up to the end of feudalism in

WesternEuropewere organizedeither on the principlesof reciprocity
or redistribution, or householding, or some combination of the
three."77He goes on to say:
In this framework,the orderlyproductionand distributionof goods was
securedthrougha great varietyof individualmotives disciplinedby general
principlesof behavior.Among these motivesgain was not prominent.Custom and law, magic and religionco-operatedin inducingthe individualto
comply with rules of behaviorwhich, eventually,ensuredhis functioningin
the economicsystem.78

With this initial formulation,the task of constructinga marketsociety
appearsto be one of disembeddingthe economy becausethe pursuitof
individualgain is suddenlyelevatedto be the fundamentalorganizing
principleof economic life. But as Polanyi starts to elaboratehis argument, he gives the concept of embeddednessa new and unanticipated
meaning. As I argued earlier,the contradictionunfolds because land,
labor, and money are not true commodities, so a protectivecountermovement spontaneouslyarises to "protectsociety from the market."
Part II of the book is called "Self-Protectionof Society,"and in these
chapters, Polanyi elaborates a thick description of the diversity of
means by which "protection"restructureseconomic life in ways that
limit and constrain the pursuit of gain. In the initial architectureof
the argument, this account is meant only to set up the idea that
protection impairs market self-regulation,so as to put in motion the
contradictionsthat produce both the First WorldWar and the Great
Depression.
But what actually happens in these chapters is that Polanyi demonstratespersuasivelythat throughthe whole history of market society,
the strengthof protectioneffectivelyembedsthe economy.He suggests
that functioningmarketsocieties must maintain some thresholdlevel
of embeddednessor else risk social and economic disaster. Polanyi
shows that those advancingprotectionwere not only the opponentsof
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marketsociety,but also its strongestadherents.In tracingout English
history,he states explicitly:
Thuseventhose who wishedmost ardentlyto freethe state fromall unnecessary duties, and whose whole philosophy demand the restrictionof state
activities, could not but entrust the self-same state with the new powers,
organs,and instrumentsrequiredfor the establishmentof laissez-faire.79

A few pages later,he writes:
It is highly significantthat ... consistent liberals from Lloyd George and
TheodoreRooseveltto ThurmanArnold and WalterLippmansubordinated
laissez-faireto the demand for free competitivemarket;they pressed for
regulationand restrictions,for penal laws and compulsion,arguingas any
"collectivist"wouldthatthe freedomof contractwas being "abused"by trade
unions, or corporations,whicheverit was.80

In short, the construction of competitive markets requires ongoing
state action. Partof what Polanyiis describinghere is the construction
of Durkheim's"noncontractualbases of contract,"the set of legal rules
and institutionsrequiredto formalizepropertyrights and contractual
obligations.81But Polanyi'sargumentgoes well beyondthis becausehe
also shows how establishinglabor, land, and money as fictitiouscommodities requirednew institutionalstructures.For labor, state initiatives to embed the economy include the administrativeapparatusof
the New Poor Law,FactoryActs that limitedthe exploitationof labor,
the infrastructureof public health designed to protect the population
from disease,and the developmentof an educationalsystemto provide
needed skills. For land, the minimumconditions that Polanyiemphasizes includeassuringa stable food supplyat reasonableprices that, in
turn, involvesprotectingthe farmingpopulationfromdramaticincome
fluctuationsthat might drive them off the land. With money, much of
the infrastructureof embeddednessdid not emergeuntil the last quarter of the nineteenthcenturywith the rise of central banks that stabilized the banking system and smoothed the growth of the money
supply.
These ongoing effortsto embed the marketare often met with resistance and by the opposing pressures of the movement for laissez-faire.

He sees market society as being shaped in an ongoing way by this
double movement.And although he emphasizesthe irrationalityand
danger of the initiativesby market liberals, he also understandsthe
extraordinaryintensitywith which they are capable of pursuingtheir
agenda in certain historical periods. In fact, one of his important
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political argumentsis that the resurgentmarketliberalismof the 1920s
bears considerableresponsibilityfor the rise of fascism.Writingof the
1920s,he argues:
The stubbornnesswith whicheconomicliberals,for a criticaldecade,had, in
the serviceof deflationarypolicies, supportedauthoritarianinterventionism,
merelyresultedin a decisiveweakeningof the democraticforceswhichmight
otherwisehave avertedthe fascistcatastrophe.82

However,the critical point is that in these chaptersin which Polanyi
elaboratesthe multipleforms of protection,he discoversthe concept of
the alwaysembeddedeconomy - that marketsocieties must construct
elaboraterules and institutionalstructuresto limit the individualpursuit of gain or risk degeneratinginto a Hobbesianwar of all against all.
In order to have the benefitsof increasedefficiencythat are supposed
to flow from market competition, these societies must first limit the
pursuitof gain by assuringthat not everythingis for sale to the highest
bidder.They must also act to channel the energies of those economic
actors motivated largely by gain into a narrow range of legitimate
activities.In summary,the economy has to be embeddedin law, poli83
tics, and morality.
And yet, Polanyi is not able explicitly to give a name to his critical
discovery;he returnsinstead to the original architectureof his argument in which this embedding of the market economy impairs the
process of market self-regulation.But even by the logic of his own
argument,there can never be a self-regulatingmarket system, so the
idea of impairingits functioningis an absurdity.It is the equivalentof
complainingthat one's perpetualmotion machinewas damagedwhen
it was inspected by skepticalscientists. It is here that one can clearly
see the tension between the two argumentsin Polanyi's text. On the
one side, the embeddingof the marketeconomy is normal and necessary for it to achieve any degree of functionality.On the other side is
the argumentthat the protectivecounter-movementcriticallyweakens
the abilityof marketself-regulationto function so as to producecrises
of growingintensity.
As argued earlier,Polanyi does offer a second line of argumentthat
reconciles the normalityof embeddednesswith the breakdownof the
world economy. This is the argument that emphasizes the specific
incompatibilityof the gold standardwith the inevitableand necessary
national initiativesto embed economies within protectiveframeworks.
But within the architectureof the book, this argument is definitely
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subordinatedto the idea that the protectivecounter-movementimpairs
the functioningof marketself-regulation.
In summary,I am suggesting that Polanyi discovers the idea of the
always embedded market economy, but he is not able to name his
discovery.He providesus with some extremelyimportantsuggestions
about how to carry out an analysis of the always embeddedmarket
economy, but he does not give us that systematicaccount. However,
Polanyi lived for another two decades after sending the GT to the
publisher;the obvious questionis why he did not give his new discovery a more systematicformulationin his later work.
Partof the answerhas to do with the intensificationof the Cold Warin
the immediateyears afterWorldWar II. Many of Polanyi'shopes for
the post-war world were dashed by the intensifyingconflict between
the Soviet Union and the United States. His 1947essay,"OurObsolete
MarketMentality,"was one of his last public effortsin this period to
influencethe flow of events as he realizedthat his views were increasingly marginal and irrelevant.84Polanyi responded to the intolerant
turn in Americanpolitics and academiclife by shiftinghis intellectual
energiestowardthe analysisof primitiveand archaiceconomies rather
than deepeninghis argumentsabout marketeconomies. Moreover,it
also seemslikelythat the highlypolarized(capitalismversussocialism)
discourse of the Cold War period reinforcedPolanyi's tendency to
think in these binarycategories.
Anotherpossible answeris that Polanyi'sbrieflyglimpsedvision of the
alwaysembeddedmarketeconomy was linked to the specific political
moment formedby the real political achievementsof Roosevelt'sNew
Deal and the anticipatedachievementsof England'sLabourGovernment. During that brief moment, it appeared that market societies
could be fundamentallyreshapedby deeply democraticreforms.The
historicalpossibilitieswere not obviouslylimitedby the existingproperty arrangements.But when that moment passed, it seemed once
again that the only real historical possibilitieswere either capitalism
or socialism and the idea of the always embeddedmarket economy
appearedsuperfluous.
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Conclusion
Overthe last two decades,a numberof scholarshave contributedto an
increasingly influential literature on the "varieties of capitalism."85
The core argument of this school is that since market institutions
must be embedded,there is no single form of capitalismbut multiple
varieties characterizedby different institutional configurations.Not
surprisingly,virtuallyall of the scholarsworkingin this traditiondraw
explicitly on the work of Karl Polanyi since what they are doing is
elaborating his untheorized vision of the always embedded market
economy.Hence, the effortof this articleto make sense of the internal
tensions of Polanyi's text has important implications for how the
varietiesof capitalismperspectivecan be strengthened.
The first point centers on the concept of capitalismitself. My view is
that Polanyi deliberatelyused the term "marketsociety" instead of
"capitalism"as a way of distancinghimself from the associations that
came from the Marxistuse of the term. I suggest that one reason that
scholarsof the "varietiesof capitalism"school havehad so little impact
thus far on policy debatesis becausethey havefailedto follow Polanyi's
example. The term "capitalism"- particularlysince its triumphal
appropriationby the global bourgeoisieand its journalisticdefenders
- carries with it the implicit claim that economies organized around
the pursuit of profit have a unified essence and should have similar
institutional arrangements.86"Varieties of capitalism" is therefore
eitheran oxymoronor a descriptionof temporarydifferencesthat will
inevitably disappear as capitalist institutions realize their essential
nature. In brief, the language that these analysts are using undercuts
the powerfulargumentthey are making.
Second, economic sociologists and other scholars need to elaborate
and developthe criticalconcept of the alwaysembeddedmarketeconomy.This is the means to advancePolanyi'stheoreticalprojectbecause
it directlychallengesthe economic essentialismof both marketliberals
and Marxiststhat has come to dominate our society'scommon sense.
Economic essentialismposits that there is an analyticallyautonomous
economic sphere that has a logic and a rationalityof its own. The
dominanceof this way of thinkingis reflectedin public policy debates
that usually revolve aroundwhat steps are or are not consistent with
that underlyingeconomic rationality.The concept of the always embedded economy, in contrast, begins with the premisethat any favorable economic dynamic has to be understood as flowing from the
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interactionamong self-interestedagents, the actions of the state, and
forms of social regulation.
The alwaysembeddedconcept makesit very hardto gloss over or hide
the state's fundamentalrole in shaping actually existing economies.
Becausethe state establishesthe noncontractualbases of contractand
is centrallyinvolvedin constructingthe marketsfor the fictitiouscommodities of land, labor, and money, it becomes impossibleto imagine
how the economy would run if only the state would cease its unnecessarymeddling.Moreover,Polanyialso lays the basis for understanding
that tax policies, technology policies, competition policies, and trade
policies are not incidentals,but fundamentalto structuringhow different marketsocieties operate.
The always embedded concept has a critical cultural or ideational
element. As Polanyi makes clear, human beings are not born with
Adam Smith'spropensityto barter and trade. On the contrary,economic actors have to be constructed;they have to learn how to behave
in market situations.87And here, the critical point is that different
marketsocieties are embeddedin differentcomplexesof ideas. Part of
what Polanyi was trying to explain in the GTwas how the ideas of
market liberalism had sunk such deep roots into England, and by
extension, the United States. But it was central to his argumentthat
the ideas of the classicaleconomistshad playeda far less centralrole in
the constructionof marketsocieties on the EuropeanContinent.The
same can also be said for the building of market societies in East
Asia.88 Although there have been intense efforts in recent years to
export the Anglo-Americanways of thinking about the economy to
everycorner of the world, it would be a mistake to imaginethat these
missionaries of economic correctnesswill be uniformlysuccessful in
their efforts. It is far more likely that we will see complex forms of
syncretismthat combineolder and newerbeliefs.
The third and final point is fundamentallya political point. The concept of the always embedded economy suggests that there are no
inherentobstaclesto restructuringmarketsocieties along more democratic and egalitarianlines. This is in contrastto those who insist that
reformsof capitalismthat interferewith the logic of capital accumulation are basically futile. Moreover, the always embedded analysis
suggests that the multiple forms of dependenceof business groups in
marketsocieties on state action providesa criticalresourceor leverfor
those seeking political change. Even those business interestswho pro-
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fess to believe in the most extremeforms of laissez-fairedoctrine need
the cooperationof the state and this often disguiseddependencecan be
employedto renegotiatethe legal underpinningsof marketsociety.
Nevertheless,the alwaysembeddedperspectiverecognizesthat gaining
significant democratic or egalitarian reforms is never easy; business
interests and their conservativeallies have formidableresourceswith
which to resist such changes.The point, however,is that these resources are contingent; they are not built into the essence of the social
system. Hence, the rules of the internationalmonetaryregime,as with
the nineteenth-centurygold standard, often serve to reinforce the
power of business interests, but these rules can also be changed (as
they were during the BrettonWoods era) to make resistance,at least
within developedcountries,to egalitarianreformsmore difficult.Similarly,prevailingcommon sense about the economy tends to reinforce
the power of business, but public ideas can be changed as they were
duringthe 1930sand, in some countries,duringthe 1960s.
I have tried to show in this paper that we can make systematicuse of
Polanyi's insights in the GTonce we have "unpacked"the text and
shown the tensions between Polanyi's original architecturefor the
book and the new ideas that he developed as he was writing. Most
importantly,we can see that Polanyi glimpsed, but was not able to
name or elaborate,the idea of the alwaysembeddedmarketeconomy.
It is this concept which holds the promise of a new understandingof
marketsocieties that allows us to breakfree of an essentializedview of
the economy.
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